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Abstract 
City dynamic often dominates by street shoppers, pedestrian and vehicular traffics in heritage streets. The dynamic 
ambiance is not an impromptu scenario but it is a value innovation from the heritage committee. The first objective of 
this research is to identify the committee’s strategy. The second objective is to classify their strategies. The third 
objective is to compare and find the best strategies. The evaluation on strategies is analyzed from the semi-structured 
interview and content analysis. Finally, a consensus of a strategy in the making of great heritage street as an 
innovative marketplace is produced in capitalizing heritage tourism endeavor. 
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1. Introduction 
Street shoppers, pedestrian and vehicular traffics in heritage streets may have been a catalyst for city 
dynamic. This catalyst provides a continuous movement within the outdoor of street. The quality of 
outdoor space in between heritage streets: Oxford Street in London, Queen Street in Oxford, Berlin Street 
in Germany, Orchard Street in Singapore and Via Monte Napoleone in Milan provide lively ambience. 
The streets offer a variety of forms, fashion, pattern, design, graffiti scene, brand and colors of products 
sale along the street. The heritage facades which are rich in art and craft decorations of its heritage 
characteristic incorporate graffiti, technology within the limit of each window displays and showcases. 
The indoor shopping is a permanent outlet which supports the outdoor activities along those streets.  This 
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ambiance of a lively heritage street is not an impromptu situation but it is a value innovation from a 
heritage street’s committee.  
Heritage street committee is a heritage shop owners union. In other heritage cities, they unite due to 
their high awareness on their heritage property’s value. They are fully aware of the economic, social and 
environmental value of their heritage property especially attracting tourism (Britt, K.M. 2009). This 
stance is supported by Laing, J. (2011) that considers those as an important component in sustaining the 
marketing of cultural and heritage tourism. The heritage committee members are actively enhancing their 
property’s visual richness and façade attractiveness. This new sense of space with views and vistas of the 
on-street shopping activities consider as blue ocean strategy.  
This innovative approach of heritage streets’ market place inspires an idea of research conduct to take 
place at Jalan Hang Jebat, Melaka, Malaysia. The aim is to investigate a set of strategy for making a great 
heritage street. The first objective of this research is to identify the strategy from the Jalan Hang Jebat’s 
Heritage Committee. They are the local community who lives and works in the heritage shop houses. The 
second objective is to classify their strategy. The third objective is to compare strategies with other 
heritage streets’ communities to find the best strategy. In this study, an evaluation on differences and 
similarities as analyzed from the community’s participation in the Focus Interview (FI). Finally, this 
research results a new consensus of a heritage street’s Revitalization Strategy (RS).  The RS is a useful 
design guide for creating a great heritage street as an innovative marketplace in capitalizing heritage 
tourism endeavor. 
2. The strategy towards great heritage street 
2.1. Revitalization strategy 
The earlier research discussion with regards to the quality of ‘space in between heritage buildings’ has 
highlighted that the space appropriateness for ‘urban outdoor living’. The space supposed is designated 
for ‘urban recreation activities’ rather than left as ‘unintended’ and ‘no man’s land’ (Samadi, Z. and 
Hasbullah, M.N., 2008). Evans (2009) promotes creative spaces in revitalizing urban area by all means of 
design principles to reduce unintended area and reduce the crime-prone area. Edwards, Griffin & Hayllar 
(2008), have identified weakness on the lack of integration of spaces among practitioners, researchers and 
policy maker in which leads to urban negative space. This is the one of the heritage threats of a livable 
heritage city which caused under-utilized space in the urban area. In order to resolve the urban problems, 
a strategic revitalization is a need for implementation. Many heritage city authorities use to nominate a 
developer to perform this urban implementation. This approach caused paradoxical juxtaposition between 
the developer and shop owners. Some of the appointed developers’ play the God’s role and does what 
they feel like to do without respect and proper justification. Less consideration is provided to the end 
users who lived for more than two or three generations within the space. 
2.2. Great heritage street 
A high social concern in designing urban heritage heritage’s outdoor space with positive aura has 
inspired a heritage committee to act in the heritage street of Melaka. Initially, there was no formal 
committee. The only alive committee was a family-tied union, which caters local issues and update within 
shop houses neighborhood. The heritage street’s committee in early 1990’s was formerly lead by Datuk 
Wira Gan Boon Leong. He aimed to boost the tourism industry in the UNESCO World Heritage Site, in 
Melaka. This aspiration of great heritage street even through is not clearly stated, but his idea also shared 
with the city authority; known as Majlis Bandaraya Melaka Bersejarah (MBMB) and the Melaka World 
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Heritage Sendirian Berhad. The authorities have an on-line access for collecting public feedback. Their 
aim is finding the most strategic approach to revitalize the dying heritage streets. The Core Zone of the 
Heritage City of the Straits of Malacca shall continue living. In this research, the great heritage street 
refers to a street that demonstrates the best physical and spiritual quality. Both qualities provide visual 
stimulation to magnify physical and spiritual attraction. The visitors may experience a positive aura of 
vibrancy, youthfulness and freshness. 
2.3. Heritage street committee 
The Jalan Hang Jebat committee members are constituted from shop owners and operator unity. They 
have high interest and actively enhancing their property’s visual richness and façade attractiveness. The 
fact of the historical façade is not hidden behind the commercialization, but the antiquity is enhances 
through various ways depending on the owners creativity. The direct relationship between pedestrian 
movements and on-street activity to revitalize a positive aura within a heritage outdoor space is visible, 
but further studies on heritage street’s therapeutic attributes with pedestrian prove that indulging in 
creative activities such as outdoor street shopping often decreases solemnity and increases livability.  
2.4. Street’s shopping 
The indoor and on-street shopping during “Pasar Malam” has reflected the outstanding universal value 
of Melaka is on her ‘multi-culturalism’ quality which rarely found to the world. The cultural heritage is 
demonstrated through the continuous trading lifestyle as inspired form previous port city activity from the 
sub-cultures from Asian such as India, China, Malay and other continent such as Europe. There are 
mainly three most outstanding universal values as demonstrated the living testimony of tangible and 
intangible heritage, the multi-trading town as forged from exchanges of culture and the melting pot of 
multicultural architecture and township. The façade reflects the architectural style of its built heritage is 
demonstrated in the historical shop houses.  The similar value and built heritage of early shop houses can 
also be found in Melaka and George Town, Penang. The similarity of image and identity shop houses are 
due to the identical social influences of the heritage cities of the Straits of Malacca with spice up with 
architecture from the British Colonial, European, Asian and multi-ethnic influences.  
2.5. Focus interview 
The form of data collected in this research is in the form of focus interview. From the beginning of the 
study in collected audio recording input data is kept for record purpose. The selection of heritage streets is 
justified through the hierarchy of the street which is located within the Core Zone.  Jalan Hang Jebat is 
accepted by public as one of the most vibrant streets with high security and surveillance. This street also 
has the highest visual attractiveness that reflects its richness in heritage character. Therefore, this 
juxtaposition has elevated this street with added value as a unique identity: ‘vibrant but secure street’.   
The uniqueness of this street is the combination of vibrant activities and high surveilance. In addition to 
that, the street has weekly night market called Pasar Malam. This event takes place every Friday to 
Sunday nights. During this event, the street is closed from vehicular traffic, and the street becomes heaven 
for street shoppers. No doubt, this street has its own bold value on top of the outstanding universal value 
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3. The research methodology 
3.1. The community’s participation 
This research was conducted in between January 2013 to March 2013 with obtrusive measures. In 
terms of research participation, semi-structured interview does involve end-users direct involvement. The 
respondents are the shop owners or shop operators who live, play, work and operating business along 
Jalan Hang Jebat, Melaka. They are the local community who owned the heritage shop houses from the 
previous generation. Their reflection in the semi-structured interview is purposeful for recording their 
revitalization strategy, routine behavior and decision making with regards to the future of heritage shop 
houses. They are the end-users in the real phenomenon on the livable street. The application of log sheets 
is the means for recording the conversation between researcher and the respondents for transcription 
process prior to coding and classification in the analysis system.  
3.2.  The preliminary measures 
The focused interview on-street sessions take place within the shop owners/operators shop lot to avoid 
disturbance of their routine. There were no appointments done prior to conduct the interview. This 
impromptu situation is initially planned to avoid any unreal situation. The interview is the properly plan 
questionnaire for an immediate response from interviewees in reflecting their experience based real 
phenomenon operating business in the heritage street. The duration of the interview took the first half an 
hour to maximize the opening session in business operation. The shop owners’ or operators’ routine 
normally begins as early as possible between seven thirty and eight o’clock in the morning. The activity 
begins with water cleansing on shops’ five foot walkway and watering plants at the shop fronts of their 
premises. This activity is part of their daily routine to maintain cleanliness. After cleaning session, they 
perform their morning pray to for encouraging fortune and prosperity in their business activities. Some of 
them lit up their highly scented incense stick or joss stick in front of their shop lots. This burning activity 
creates overwhelming smell in which associates them with Buddhism. 
3.3. The focus interview (FI) 
The conduct of interview session takes about half to forty minutes time. This paper shares the step by 
step in conducting the interview. The first step was Pre-Interview in which a set of questionnaires is semi-
structured is designed and tested. This step is to verify question from any error. A study on the 
interviewee in terms of ethnical background, ethics, general principle, Feng Shui and lifestyle of business 
are carefully understood avoiding misunderstanding and lack of cooperation during interview. This is part 
of the preconceive measures prior to the FI.  
The second step is the conduct of interview session as the on-site interview. The interviewer must 
introduce him/herself and share the interview intention. The first impression is very important to gain their 
confident on the interviewer. Then start knowing each other, relax and enjoy the session. After the 
icebreaking session, then only the main interview begins. When interviewees started to response, the 
researcher must stay focus and respect on the conversation. In order to maintain the session, the researcher 
has to be flexible in terms of the sequence of questioning. The interviewer may start to tick the preferred 
answers while encouraging them to continue communicating. The interviewer shall conduct this session 
with full of attention, enjoy any jigsaw puzzle and just follow the flow. The interviews are ended with 
thankful words from the interviewer to the interviewees for their time and information. At this point of 
time, the researcher may hand-over a token to interviewees to elicit his/her sense of appreciation. 
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